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IHTRODUCTIOM

During the past three decades there has been an in-

crease In the consumption of non-fat rallk olids and a down-

turn in the use of fat milk solids per person. The uptrend

in non-fat consumption has resulted In an expanded uee of

dairy products containing non-fat col ids* such as cheese, ice

milk products, and packaged non-fat milk powders.

The decrease in coneumption of milk fat is primarily due

to the louer consumption of butter per person. During the

per'od between World War I and orld ar II, per capita con-

sumption of butter, relative to disposable Income, lowly

declined. In the orld ar II period, consumption declined

more rapidly as point rationing snd physical shortages caused

any consumers to use oleomargarine. Consumers did not shift

' ack to the higher-priced Gutter after the ar. oreover,

vegetable fat replaced milk fat in numerous other products and

fluid milk ^ales changed to a lower fat content (Plate I).

The shift in consumer preferences resulted in a greater

proportion of the nations milk rup;ly being marketed off

farms in the form of whole milk rather than cream (Table I).

In the year immediately preceding the War (19UD# approximately

37 percent of the total United rtates milk supply was marketed

as farm-separated cream. In 1956, the proportion marketed in



this form was only 12.it percent.

ised demand for butter and a changa In farm out-

put from cream to whole milk are of special concern to the

dairy Industry of Kansas and Nebraska* These two states

supplied 117,000*000 pounds or over ei^ht percent of the

2
total butter manufactured In the United States in 1956.

Between I9i}l and 1956, butter manufacturing decreased

25 percent in the United States. In the same period, Kansas

reduced production 50 percent and Nebraska reduced production

sixteen percent (Appendix Table 7).^

This study involves the adjustment problems faced by

management of creamery enterprises in Kansas and Nebraska as

a result of the changes In farm output of milk.

U.r. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing
Service, Milkj Farm Production, Disposition , "no Income,
April 1957 t P. 6.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing
Service, Production of Manufactured Dairy Products.
October lfe.

U.r. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing
Service, Product;* 011 of Manufactured Da iry Products.
October 1951 °nd October 1955 issues.



Table 1 • Forms In which milk.
r or its equivalent in

3

other
dairy products, was sold off farms in the United
States , 191+0-56,

I
r'old to I 3 :

t plants and dealers t Retailed : t

t 'r i As farm-: by formers i t Percent
: whole t skinned : as milk t i marketed

Year

191+0

: milk : cream t and cream : Total t as cream

Millions of pounds

38.231+7,152 32,965 6,109 86,226

191+1 52,062 33,967 5,91+8 91,977 36.92

191+2 59,076 31,080 5,862 96,018 32.36

191+3 59,656 29,871 5,739 95,266 31.35

191+1+ 63,680 26,026 5,750 95,1+56 27.26

191+5 68,929 23,868 5,576 98,373 21+ .26

191+6 69,619 21,379 5,352 96,350 22.18

191+7 70,559 20,952 i»,907 96,1+18 21.73

191+8 69,010 19,712 1+.572 93,291+ 21.12

191+9 73,290 19,91+9 U.231+ 97,1+73 20.1+6

1950 71+.205 20,208 3,935 98,31+8 20.51+

1951 fafctQ 18,530 3,738 96,71+8 19.15

1952 77,301 16,853 3,518 97,672 17.25

1953 81+ .567 16,331+ 3,208 lOt+,109 15.68

1951+ 87,871+ 15,910 2,930 106, 7Ut 11+. 90

1955 90,801 li+,815 2,677 108,293 13.68

1956
#* 95,083 13,816 2,1+36 111,335 12.1+0

Source: Milkt Farm Production, Disposition, and Income. United
states Department of Agriculture , Africultur Market-
ing ervice, April 1957, p. 6.

• Approximations based on information on tales by producer-
distributors and other farmers on own routes or at farm.

*H* Preliminary.



KXPLAHATIOI OP PLATE I

Annual consumption per person of the major

dairy product s on a milk equivalent basi»#

in the United rtatea, 19tj0 through 1956.



CONSUMPTION PER PERSON OF
MAJOR DAIRY PRODUCTS

Fluid milk and cream

-+v-

J I L

All other
j 1 J I I L J I I L

1940 1945 1950 1955
*ILK equivalent

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEC U71-57(») AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE



HISTORICAL Pi TIVE

The historical setting of the dairy industry in the

Central Plains provides a contrasting background to its pre-

sent position. Back in 19^0, there were 708,000 dairy cows

on farms in Kansas, and 60$,000 in Hebraska. By 1956, dairy

cow nisnbers were iii'3,000 and ii2?,000 in these two states,

respectively — a decline of 39 percent and 30 percent la

sixteen years. A decline of this extent would lead one to

expect a comparable reduction in the milk output-off farms*

However, in this same period, production of milk did not de-

crease as greatly because milk production per cow MM increas-

ing. Improved production techniques and careful selection in

breeding resulted in a 26.5 percent increase in production

efficiency during the span of 16 years (I9i*0-J>6) in Kansas and

Nebraska. This was roughly eq ivalent to an increase of 1100

pounds of milk per cow in there two states. Despite the in-

creased production per cow, total milk production decreased

583 ra'lllon pound? in Kansar, a decline from 2860 to 2277

million pounds of milk or twenty percent. The trend was quite

similar In Nebraska, where production dropoed from 25>89 million

to 2283 million pounds of milk—a fall of 12 percent. There

U.°. Department of Agriculture, BAE, Farm Production,
Disposition, mtl Income from mk. April 1$2, o. 2j and

El Product! n, I posr .on, &n£ Income . April
T957, pTS.

2
Loc. cit..



have been some recent Indications of a por Me leveling off

In Ibg trend towards lower production of milk, ince 1953*

product! n har rfnslned near the two billion pounds level In

1
oth Kansas and Nebraska*

Accompanying the trend towards lower milk production was

an Important change In the form In - hlch milk was marketed*

For several decades* farmers In Kansas and Nebra-ka sold their

milk off farms primarily in the form of farm- separated cream*

As the demand for butter declined and consumption of fluid

milk and non-fat milk solids increased, farmers felt encour-

aged to market a larger proportion In the form of whole milk

In expectation of higher returns* This shift was much more

rapid in Kansas than In Nebraska* For example, during most of

the World MM* II years (19i|0-^ij), Knnsas farmers marketed

nearly 69 percent of their milk output as cream* But by 1956,

this proportion had declined to only 30.6 percent* During the

t«m« years, Nebraska farmers lowered the proportion from 83

percent to ?1.6 percent* The contrast between Kansas and

Nebraska in this respect Is more striking when examined on an

absolute basis* In a recent six-year period (19S>0-5>6), both

states had higher marketings of whole milk* In Kansas this was

accompanied by a decline In cream marketings from ll8o million

U. '•* Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing
rorvlce« Pllkt Farm Product Ion* Disposition * and Income*
April l9Sh$ *>nd following lseues*



pounds of nilIk equivalent down to 600 million pounds In 1956,

a decrease of nearly 50 percent. However, during this sane

period, Nebraska actually Increased cream output from 11*01

to ll}20 millions pounds—an Increase of slightly over one per-

cent (Appendix Tables I lal 9).

•The changing structure of the dairy indurtry with regard

to the volume and composition of farm output of milk materi-

ally affected the operations of creamery enterprises. In

soot areas, It meant a reduced source of cream supplies which

caused a number of plants to cease operations entirely. In

Kansas, there were 123 creameries in I9l*0 and only 38 in 1956,

a decrease of 69 percent. Nebraska creameries decreased from

119 to 56, or 53 percent In the same per'od. The fewer number

of creameries is partly accounted for by consolidations or

aiergere of some of the smaller plants. Average production per

ereamery rose from 616,309 pounds of butter in 19^0 to 1,071,^95

pounds in 1956 In Kansas, and from 70* ,227 pounds to 1,362,232

pounds of butter In Nebraska. This was an increase In average

3
'ant volume of over 50 percent In loth states In 16 years.

A peak of 150Jj million pounds of farm- separated cream was
; old In 195U a Nebraska.

North Central Regional Cora lttee, "Great Plains Dairy Data",
tat let leal supplement to Dairy Marketing In tbe Northern

Great Plains - Its Patterns orrt Prospects , p. 50 J and U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service,
"reduction of ^rxufactured Dairy ^rodvets, October 1957» P»38.

Loc. cit.
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Thus, creamery operations were adjusted for a larger volume

of production per plant as well as for receiving a larger

proportion of butterfat supplies in the form of whole milk.

To meet the Increased demand for more dairy product r con-

sisting of nonfat milk solids^ creameries shifted to a greater

production of manufactured dairy products other t • an butter*

During 19i|9, Kansas converted 299,601,000 pounds of whole

milk to manufactured dairy products, in addition to butter.

By 1956, the amount had risen to 377,1^8,000 pounds—an in-

crease from 23 to 30 percent of the total whole milk u?ed

for all manufacturing purposes, Nebraska diverted 100,111,000

pounds of whole milk to manufactured purposes other than butter

In 1956, compared to 85,338,000 in 19U9. T is represented an

increase from 5 to 6 percent. The greatest expansion in

Manufactured dairy products was for the production of condensed

milk (skim, unsweetened, bulk) which increa ed 920 percent in

Nebraska from 19^9 to 1955* Ice cream production in that state

also increased 6 percent in the some period. Meanwhile, Kansas

Increased production of non-fat dry milk solids (spray proces- ),

lty percent and Ice cream, 18 percent (Table 2). On p nation-

wide bar is, in 19^0 only 55 percent of non-fat milk solids

were utilised for human consumption. This firure increa ed to

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing
rervice, Production of Manufactured Dairy Products . November
1950 nnd October 1^5T"*l^uea.
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1

80 percent in 1956

•

Although dairying is considered an Important source of

inoaae for those who are primarily engaged In dairy enterprises,

the proportion which It contributes to the total caph receipt s

from all farm market ings has been of declining Importance In

Kansas and Nebraska since the 1930* s. During the fiv««»year

period of 1935-39* cash receipts from dairy products amounted

to 11 percent of the total In Kansas nnd 10 percent of the total

In Nebraska (Appendix Table 11), The high prices during and

following orld War II for cash grain and other farm commodities

caused many producers to either abandon the dairy enterprise or

reduce Its importance relative to other farming enterprises.

Thus, by 1956, dairy income accounted for only 8 percent of the

total cash income from marketings In Kansas and for only 6

percent of the total In Nebraska. T is may be compared with

dairying in a more typical dairy state such as Minnesota where

21 percent of the cash receipts were accounted for by dairy

2
product in 1956»

THE PROBLEM

Having made certain adjustments In plant operations to meet

the shift in farm output of milk and changes in consumer pre-

ferences, creamery operators are interested in knowing whether

\
Anthony • Rojko, "The Demand and rice tructure for Dpiry
Product6. p. 27»

2
. . Department of Agriculture, Agricultural <<?nrketing service,

Production of Manufactured pair? Products. November 1956, p.
ItfH*5.
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they have achieved optimum use of the resources* Managers,

directors, lenders of credit* and farmers would also like to

compare K^nsaa-Nebraska returns from dairying with returns

from more typical dairy regions. Policy makers are Interested

from the standpoint of transferring resources from one area

to another for optimum use, or in allocating new rerources If

uch become available. Management would also like to know

whether greater plant efficiency could be obtained by a re-

arranging of resources»-such as substituting capital for labor

Inputs, or by expanding or contracting the volume of operations.

Further adjustments may be needed to obtain the goal of maximum

efficiency in the use of Input resources.

This study will aooly ec noraic choice criteria to help

rolve some of the problems existing today in the dairy manu-

facturing industry of Kana ae-Nebraska,

OBJECTIVES

The general objective was to determine whether the osl of

economic efficiency in resource use was attained by the Kansas*

Nebraska creameries.

Specific object ves were! (1) to compare resource pro-

ductivities of Kansas-Nebraska creameries with those of Northern

creameries | (2) to determine whether plants were of optimum

alssej (3) to determine the efficiency of factor markets! and

(J|) to observe the statistical results obtained from varying
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the definition of capital eervice inputs. These objectives

were formulated and analyzed in terms of an analytical model

to be developed in the following section,

THE ECONOMIC MODEL

Basic estimates needed for making resource efficiency

comparisons are the values of marginal products of various re-

sources. These indicate the added return expected from the

addition of another dollar of investment in the resource being

considered* The estimates are useful for comparing returns

from the same resource in different areas as well as for compar-

ing returns to different resources in a single area. If the

msrginal product of a resource in one area {Area A) differs

significantly from the marginal product of the same reeource in

another area (Area B) f en adjustment or shift of resources from

one area to another is indicated. The logical shift would be

to transfer resource from the area of the smaller marginal pro-

1
duct to the area of the larger marginal product. Optimum re-

source use is achieved when the value merrinal product? are

equal in both areas.

Certain conditions must hold if maximisation of a given end

or attainment of a specific goal is to be achieved. 1th a given

The a umption being that diminishing returns exist for the
resource in oth areas*
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amount of composite resource (X), the production possibilities

for a product-product model are shown In Fig. 1, Plate II . A

transformation or opoortunity curve la conatructed from a table

which elves all the amounta of products A and B that are pro-

duced when resource X la employed for production of various

combinations of products A and B* The curve Indicates that if

the entire amount of resource X is used to produce product A,

the Quantity OA will be obtained but none of product B. Or, if

all of resource X la used to produce product B, the quantity OB

can be obtained but no amount of product A* Between these two

extremes* the transformation curve also Indicates the maximum

quantity of one product that can bo produced vrhen the amount of

the other product is specified.

The relevance of the model to this study Is further

illustrated by Plate II, Pig* 2* Products A and B may be con-

sidered as representing production of butter in two different

areas, A and B* This model shows how the maximization of a

i

product or of a specified goal is achieved* The lines R^, Rg,

and R, represent constant revenu* amounts* At any point on an

lso-revenue l'ne, revenue may be defined as Pa«Qa plus Pb * ^

An initial objective of this study was to make a comparison of
resources used for butter-making to alternative uses, such &n
for producing grade A milk* In this ca«ie product A could be
butter *nd product B grade A milk* uch a study would have
involved considerable more data and analysis* ith limited
funds and data on hand, It was po: ^ible to make an inter-
industry study of this type*
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where Pa end P. represent the prices of butter in areas A and B,

and Q and 0. represent quantities of utter output in each area

as determined from a point such as P on the transformation curve.

All point b on the same constant revenue lino represent

equal amounts of revenue. The ratio of butter prices for areas

A and B, expressed in algebraic terms, is [V, which is alro

the slope of the iso-revenue lines* Movements from R^ to Rg

to IU describe successively larger amounts of revenue. It is

readily apoarent tl.at points on 8, and R~ that are not enclosed

by the curve are irrelevant since such combinations cannot be

made Kith the composite resource X, Nor is thero any point on

R, which is relevant because the curve does not even touch it,

I combination of products causing point P to be on R, would also

be irrational since a more desirable combination of products could

be chosen so that P Is on the Rg leo-revenue line. At the point

of tanrency of R- *nd the transformation curve, point ?, the most

profitable combination of products exists*

Some fundamental allocation criteria can be derived fro»

the above product- product model. If P^ and P. are the product

prices of A and B, snd Px is the price of composite resource X,

the production possibilities of transforming resource X into A

and B products are given by the equatlont X » f (B,A), This Is

to say, the division of resource X as inputs to produce products

A and B depends upon the combination f outputs of A and B,

T
The combined quantities of products A and B can be determined
by drawing a vertical line from point P to the horizontal axis,
giving Qa# and a horizontal lino from point P to the vertical
axis, riving C^,



'LANATION OF PLATE II

Fig# i| The relationship of output A to output B,

given a quantity of iso-re source X,

Pig, 2 # The relationship of the transformation curve

to Iso-revenue curve FU st the optimum

product combination point P»
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An equation of ratios of marginal products to product

prices Is essentially an equation of slopes rinee lines Mi

curves at their point of tangency have the sane slopes.

By calculus*, the rlope of a line or curve Is obtained by

taking the derivative of the equation which describes It, The

total derivative of the function X * f (B,A) with respect to

A, equated to zero, 1st

U> & . dB f £X .
yci dA al

(2) &. M.-aJCordB.-^
dB dA a A cr UT

SI

(3) At point P dB is equal to the slope of the

iso-revenue line 'V

(li) Therefore* at point P, - zA « - £*

I *
(5) Multiplying both numerator and denominator of

the left-hand :de of (k) by the price of re-

source Px gives

-3-*'* »,'2a
r. p. *tfa pb

1
The concept of <arrinal products »» it relates to the pro-
duction function will be further discussed In the section
Methods of Analysis*
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(6) But £X • P is the marginal unit cost (KUCa )

of A, and

£>X • P Is the marginal unit cost (*3JCw) of B.

at *

(7) Therefore '^a • *V

(8) Rearranging (7) givee _i. 8 -iL-

Prom (8) we can conclude when a single resource Is used

to produce two products and the price of the resource is the

game for both uses, optimum resource allocation is attained

when the product prices are proportional to marginal unit costs.

(9) When the prices of the resource used to

produce A and S are differont but constant,

the following condition must be aot:

P P,
« Z b• p

sa Xb

r
a *

when P». and P„. are prices of the resource
-x o xb

used for A and B t respectively, and VVVr is

the mar, Inal physical product of A and ^Pj*.

is the marginal physical product of B»

(10) Rearranging (9) givea

P , MPP„ P. . MPP^ VMPPn VWP^
_f fa-Ji fior !-£. = fk

il p p, k
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The condition in (10) roeans that, for optimum resource

allocation, the value of the marginal physical products (VKPPp )

of A *md B must be proportional to the prices of the resources

used to produce A and B when the prices of the resource are

different but constant*

In comparing the resource productivity of Ksnsas-Nebra: ka

creameries to those of Northern creameries, It was assumed that

the prices of resources were the same for each area. The hypo-

thesis which stipulated equal resource productivity of creamer-

ies between areas was thus stated aa WPP„ e VMPP- • If thisro *v
hypothesia could be rejected, the results would indicate a need

for readjustment of resource use between Kansas-Nebraska and

Northern creameries. 1

After formulating the problem and hypothesis, the next

step of research consisted of designing empirical procedurea

to be used In the analysis*

THE rAMPI£

Preliminary Population of Kansas-Nebra ka Creamerlee

All plants producing only butter, or butter and other

manufactured dairy products, were defined to be the preliminary

A secondary objective of this study was to determine whether
plants were operating at the optimum volume of operations
for maximum profits. The dlscu sion on economics of sIeo
or returns to scale Is set forth In the section entitled
Analysis*
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population of interest at the outset of the study. This de«

flnitlon was essential since a substantial number of plant s,

particularly In Kansas, were diversified manufacturing operations.

The c tate Agricultural tatiBtlcian's office in each state

furnished information on the number of plants by type and volume

categories (Table 3)* The most recent data available at t e

time the sampling plan wa? designed were for the year 1951 for

Nebraska and for 1952 for Kansas.

Table 3« Distribution of the number of dairy manufacturing
plants producing butter, by rise groups and t rpe of
ownership in Kansas and Nebraska* 11

Annual butter i. Number
Nebraska

1

mi. sss

.iKansaa
production
(1000 lbs.)

.....KftPP8 « • ar\A

I Coop. J Ind. iLlneiTotaliCoop. :I nd.x Lines Total iNebraska

Less than 5'0 32 5 37 17 17 3U 71

500-999 1 3 k 3 5 2 10 Ik

1,000 and more 8 2 6 16 8 k 12 2k ko

Total 8 35 1U 57 28 26 H* 68 125

Figurea are
In Kansas*

for calendar year 1951 in Nebra.ka Ml or 1952

Pub-population of Kansas-Nebra ka Creameries

Data for the 28 line plants in Kansas and Nebraska were not

readily available so these plants were excluded, leaving 97

creameries in the ub-population of interest*
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Sample Design for Kansas Creameries

Availability of useable data was a major consideration

in this analysis. The fourteen line plants were excluded

because data were not readily available from these, A modi-

fied stratified random sampling plan waa used for the remaining

U3 olants. I ince detailed audit data were available from all

eight Kansas cooperative creameries, these were included in

the sample. There were only two high-volume and one medium-

volume independent plants so all three of these were choren

to be sampled. Of the 32 low-volume independents, sixteen

were chosen at random. One alternate plant was also selected

for this stratum. In all, 27 of t ;e hi plants in the sub-

population of Kansas were included in the sample.

Sample Design for Nebraska Creameries

The fourteen line plants were excluded from the preliminary

population of Nebraska creameries leaving % cooperative nnd

Independent plants in the sub-population of interest. Of there,

twenty-seven, or ap roximateiy one- a If in each of the six-

volume type stratums, were selected at random. One alternate

plant was also chosen for each stratum.

Faraple Design for Northern Creamer lea

The sample of 168 Northern creameries was obtained from

audit records of a cooperative auditing firm in Minnesota. Pour
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plants were located In isconsin, one in Iowa, 22 In Horth

Dakota, and lij.1 In Minnesota. They ranged in type from those

highly-specialized for butter production to wldely-diver rifled

units* For comparative purposes^ the 168 northern creameries

were stratified as follows!

No. of Percent of butterfat supplies

GroUp plants received in the form of milk
|P

Low diversification k9 °

Medlim diversification 67 0.08 to 39.U1

High diversification 52 1*2.3 to Ifl .0

The low-diver pification stratum appeared to be more nearly

comparable to Kansas-Nebra ka creameries which also received a

large proportion of their butterfat supplies in the form of

cream in 1953. The Northern aggregate sample could serve for

sn interindustry study as a considerable proportion of the

plante in the aggregate received a substantial amount of their

butterfat supplies in the form of whole milk. The geographical

location of the 168 Northern creameries Is shown on -late III.

Collection and Adjustment of Data

herever pos ible, data for the creameries were obtained

from annual audit records. All observations for the Northern

plants were secured by this method and eight Kansas creameries

and seven Nebraska creameries had audit records. Personal inter-

views were also held with creamery managers of olants comprising
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the Kansas-Nebraska sub-population.

everal check ratios war© employed to check accounting

data for reliability and con latency. The rat os weret output

value per pound of butter sales, expenses per pound of butter

sales, gross profit per pound of butter sales, labor costs

compared to total costs, and pounds of butter manufactured

compared to pounds of butterfat used* Theee check ratios re-

sulted In rejection of eighteen Kansas creameries and eight

Nebraska creamerlee*1 The geographical distribution of the re-

maining 28 Kansas-Nebraska cresmeriee is shown on Piste IV,

The distribution by rise group and type of owner 1 hip is piven

In T^ble h*

Table k* Distribution of the final sample of 28 K^neae and
Nebraska dairy manufacturing plants (by sise group
and type of ownership).

Annual butter
production

:
i

Nuaber
» Kansas

h j ^ Nebraska'
(1000 I s,) t Coop, t Ind» t Coop, t Ind« t Nebraska

»Total for
tKansae and

Less than 500

500-999

1,000 and more

fetal

8

8

1

1

6

h

3

13

2

3

1

6

9

7

12

28

It should be noted that many of the K^ns* a-Nebraska creamer-
ies had extremely poor accounting systems* This situation
had been noticed on previous surveys of other types of pro-
cessing plents in the area*
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EX°LAHATION OP PLATE III

Geographies 1 distribution of the 168 Northern

Creameries comprising the aggregate sample,

located In North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

nnd Iowa*
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The majority of audits of Kansas-Nebraska creamer lea

contained data for the calendar year 1953. In a few instances,

the audit period varied from the calendar year by several

months but the variation was not considered sufficiently

Important to involve an adjustment of data* For two Kanaai

creamerlet and one Nebraska creamery, the audit period ne-

cessitated an adjustment of their data. The adjustment was

Made by using indices of average weekly earnings of da'ry

products workers in Kansas, cost of general purpose machinery,

and Chicago 92 score butter prices (Apnendix Tables 12 - 15)«

Audit records for Northern creameries were for the period May

1, 1952 to April 30, 1953. Data of the 1|9 creameries in the

Northern low-division stratum were not adjusted for the Northern

low-division function A but were adjusted in North: rn low-

division function B, using indices of average weekly earnings

of production workers of food nnd kindred products in Minnesota,

cost of general purpose mac inery, and Chioago 92 score butter

prices (Appendix Tables Hi-lfl).

Accounting firm audits usually show information on gross

sales, net sales, operating expenses, and net profit or oper-

ating margin. Operating statements, although useful, do not

provide creamery managers with information on productivity of

individual resources or economies of siae for plant operations.

This analysis is intended to furnish such Information which is

vital for volley decisions*



EXPLANATION OP LATE IV

Fig» 1» The geographical location of the nineteen

crearaeriea in Nebraska Included In the final

Kansas-Nebraska sample.

Fig* 2 m The geographical location of the nine

creameries in Kansas included in the final

Kansas-Nebraska sarnie.
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Fig* 1

Pig. 2
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METHODS OF AHAWIS

Procedure of Analysis

The environment of the nodel assumed en economic systaai

In which consumer sovereignity, the r>reveiling distribution of

national Income, existing organization of industry, ~nd primary

production were All riven. Profit maximisation was asrumed to

be the sole objective of the firms operating in a pure compet-
1

itive market, with prices of factors sod products as lven.

A Cobb-Douglas type of production function was used to

estimate productivity of resource use of Kansas-Nebraska and

Northern creameries* The general form of the production function
b, b b

was Y f (a X, X tf~""""Xj»)» The Y represented the monetary

value of output* Inputs (X»s) consisted of physical quantities

of butterfat *nd monetary expenditures for labor, operating ex-

penses, and capital services*

The C'-'bb-DouglaB function becomes linear when the data is

transformed Into logarithmic values* The linear form is then,

log Y » log a f b^ log X
1 f b

g
log Xg- bn log X^ By convert-

ing the exponential equation to the logarithmic form, the

function can be readily fitted to the data by the method of least

squares* Elasticities of production (b«^ , s) are solved for as

TMs hypothesis seems reasonable for butter-manufacturing
plants although it would not be applicable for fluid milk
plants*
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regression coeff iclents. The value of a coefficient Indicates

the percentage change In output expected for a one percent

change In Input of a particular resource, ;hen the other re-

sources are held constant*

Values for marginal products are computed from the pro-

duction function as partial derivatives with respect to a

part leu ar resource Input t*^)*

ftL b

The adventa es of the Cob -Douglas function were sumriar-

2
ized by Tlntner as follows:

"(1) It gives Immediately elasticities
of product with respect to the factors of pro-
duction. That is, we get answers to tMl
question! by how many percent will the product
increase on the average if the riven factor
increases by one percent. Elasticities are
dimensionless numbers and are Independent of
the unit 8 of measurement.

(2) Our form of production function
permits the phenomenon of decreasing narrinal
returns to come into evidence without using
too many degrees of freedom. This would not
be possible If we s ould fit a linear function
to our data as such, without using the logar-
ithms. If we should use, on the other hand,

1 The X, and Y being computed at the geesetrie means of
variables.

2 Gerhard Tintner, "A Note on the Derivation of Production
Functions from Farm Records", Lconooetrlca , January 19kk$
12:26-27.
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a quadratic function, we could pet decreas-
ing returns. But such a function would
neee itate more than twice as many regression
coefficients and hence substantially diminish
tha number of degrees of freedom"*

* If n is large, the loss of degrees of freedom
is of little consequence yfaen tha quadratic
function i? used but computational effort is
greatly increase .

A Cob; -Douglae function, permits come interaction between

variables. It also lumps resources together into categories

of inputs rather than expressing the specific production re-

sources employed. It has been termed a distributive function

in contract to a general function,

Since elasticities of production are assumed to remain

constant, inferences regarding returns to scale are made for

the entire range of the data. The function curve becomes

asymptotic to a production limit, nnd does not allow a change

to a decreasing total proeuct. Marginal product ratios of tha

various resources change so that inferences about these are

2
most valid at tha mean, lopes of successive contour or

M, Bronfenbrenner and Paul A, Douglas, "Cro - ection Studies
in the Cobb-Douglas Function", ' 'he Journal of Political

December 1939, kltlCl-T&l

r

2 In a recent unpublished study, H.Q, Carter and H,0, Hartley,
of lows rtate College, made « study to compare the usual rarthod
of computing v riance of marginsl productivity estimates ,1th
a more refined method. They concluded that the error for the
usual method was probably small if the estimate of variance was
made at the geometric mean, but It increa ed ro:idly as tha
estimates were made further away from the mean.
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iso-product lines are assumed t. e same at each point where

they are Intersected by a given rcale Una. In other words,

the same rota of resource substitution is assumed to exist

for all contour lines if the proportions of various resources

renin unchanged. The least cost combination of resources for

one level of output also gives the least cost comb! nation for

all other levels of output.

Returns to individual resources are indicated by the

values of elasticity coefficients* An elasticity value of

lass than one Indicates diminishing returns* a vine of one

indicates constant returns, and a value greater than one rives

indications of increasing returns to a specific resource. In-

outs of other resources are assumed to be held fixed when in-

ference is made about a specific resource's returns* The sum

of elasticity values indicates the expected percentage change

in output when all inputs are increased by one percent* If

the rum of elasticities is one, constant returns to pcale exist.

If the sum is less than one* diminishing returns exist* or if

the suo is greater than one, increasing returns to cale are

evidenced. Whan decreasing returns exist, claims of the factors

are less than the total product while under increasing returns

claims are greater than the total product*

The production function In this analysis was applied to

the data of a group of firms* It Is therefore more appropriate

for interfirm comparisons than for intrafirm applications*
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Classification of Data and Characteristics of
Variable b

In classifying resources for a production function, it

li essential that inputs are grouped in their oroper cate orles*

For each separate classification or category, inputs should

consist of groups of M i lotnents or substitutes. The several

catec-ories should be neither good complements nor nod sub-

?titutes for oach other. Only two of the broad economic

categories of land, labor, "»nd. capital were Included in this

study. T.and was excluded as it was a relatively minor input,

Tha initial function (hereafter referred to as Kansas-

Nebraska function A) consisted of four resource inputs. These

werei butterfat, labor, operating expenses, and canital

pervlces. Usually, creameries engage in romc sideline act-

ivities, such as handling feed, produce, manufacturing ice

cream, or bottling milk. This was true of all the Hebraka

firms and of all but two of the Kansas creameries. Joint costs

of the butter enterprise and var T ons sidelines were elloeatad

on the basis of gross sales in each department except where

the manager or the auditor made allocation on sea* other basis*

Butterfat inputs consisted of physical quantities of

crenm used in manufacturing butter* Labor inputs grouped to-

gether ordinary lsbor wages and esiarles for managerial services*

In some instances, tha salaries of management may also have in-

cluded an entrepreneurial reward, but this could not be elimin-

ated because a satisfactory method of measuring entrepreneurial

inputs has not yet been devised. However it is known that for
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many agricultural market in? firms there is little to distin-

guish the services of the manager from the remainder of the

working force. This condition was believed to hold true for

»any of the smaller creameries in the sample. Current oper-

ating expenses which contributed directly to the production

process constituted the operating expense input. Office

supplies and telephone expenses were included in this category

on the belief that these expenses were necessary in any modern

operational system.

The capital input was defined in several different ways in

order to compare the statistical results obtained from using

various accepted capital measurements. Capital inputs are

usually regarded as primarily capital goods such as buildings

and equipment. The most .Idely-accepted measure of the

service flow from capital goods is the accountant's term f -r

depreciation. In addition to depreciation, economists include

expenditures fir repairs and maintenance of capital assets,

and other expenditures which are directly related to the use

of capital, such as utilities and rents, ~ome employ a combin-

ation of all of these while others choose only one or reveral

to represent capital use. Admittedly, these mea ureraents are

rough approximations of the true contribution of capital to

the production procet:. The functions developed in this st dy

* P ul Leo Kelley* "Resource Productivity in Agricultural iarket-

1n | Firms of the idwest% an unpublished project report, p.103.
2

A detailed discussion of this problem is presented in a later
section entitled Method©^ of Capital Measurements.
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were designed to observe the ftp ropriateness of employing

various known mea ures of ftl rervices, as well as to

provide information ebout capital productivity of the Kansns-

Nebraska creameries.

Kmsps-ffebra^ka . Function A. In this function Y or out-

put was defined as the gross value (in dollars) resulting

from butter manufacturing. 1 Inputs consisted of butterfat,

In physical quantities, represented by X%j expenditures for

labor services, X
2 5 expenditures for operating expenses, 3U}

and capital services (in dollar?), X, * Miscellaneous sales

of surplus cream or by-products such as buttermilk .-ere ex-

cluded from the gros* product* urchases of cream and sales

of butter were confined to a F.O.B. plant basis. Telling

costs puch as freight and drayage out, :ales route, transport

and delivering expense* were excluded.

The pounds of butterfft input for one K»naas creamery

were estimated by dividing the plant's total butter sales by

the prevailing price for butter in the area* An overrun ratio

of I to 1.25 was used to convert pounds of butter to pounds of

butterfat.

The capital service input included depreciation reserve

for buildings and pinnt equipment, depreciation of office

equipment, rent and lease expenditures, maintenance and repairs,

i

"ec Appendix Table 19 for a more complete description of the
variables used in this function.
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and expenditures for electricity, fuel, <-ao, and water. One

creamery* a statement Included an expense for sewage which was

not separable # However, the amount was believed to be

ntgllglble.

[rmgas-Kobrarka Function B» Output or Y was daflned as

the added Increment to total product, In contract to function

A in which Y was defined as the gross value of output (Apnendix

Table 20 )• A variable for butterfat Inputs was omitted in

this function and capital service inputs were measured in terras

of the monetary value of electrical power consumed during the

manufacturing process. The data, for three creameries were

omitted from this function because their expenditures for

eleotricity appeared to be confounded with fuel.

K^na^g-Nebraska Function C. Output or Y was here defined

as the added increment to total product (Appendix Table 21).

Capital service inouts were represented by expenditures for

all utilities (electricity, gss, fuel, and water).

_L_ •"'".'.-i'.—
-'" ' ::C 1: V : - * /hG output, •., N »:<;?( ,' 9i

the added increment to the total product. Labor and operating

expense inputs were defined the same as for Kansas-Nebrarka

functions A, B, and C. Capital service inputs were defined as

for function A, thfft is, monetary values for depreciation e-

serve for buildings and nlnnt equipment, depreciation of office

equipment, rent anci lease expenditures, maintenance and repairs.
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and expenditures for electricity, fuel, ras, and water. This

function differed from A In the definition of Y and the butter-

fat input was omitted (Appendix Table 22).

Horthern Low-Dlvlclon Function A« The low-divleion

rtretum of 1|9 Northern creameries which received all of their

butterfat supplies in the form of cream war considered the

most comparable for resource efficiency comparisons with

Xsnsac-Nebradca creameries. Approximately one-half of the

creameries in this stratum were located in Minnesota. The

output variable (Y) was defined as the gross amount of butter

ealep. Input variables .ere X. t butterfat; Xg, value of labor

services; X , the value of operating expenses! and X. , the

value of capital services. A few plants In the stratum

utilized some butterfat for other than buttermaking purposes

but these amounts were considered negligible (Apoendlx Table 23).

Northern Low-Pivision Function B. The function differed

from Northern low-division function A in that the output vari-

able (Y) was defined as the added increment to total product

rather than the gross output. Results of this function were

compared with Kansas-Nebraska function C, The butterfat in-

put therefore was excluded, and capital service Inputs were

defined as the value of all utilities consumed (Appendix

Table 2k), Data for the k9 creameries In this function were

adjusted to the 1953 calendar year basis.
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Northern kp repate Function, The Northern aggregate

function contained a swapla alee of 168 creameries located in

four statee as follows: U|l plants In Minnesota, 22 plants in

North Dakota, four plants in lsconsln, -?nd one plant In Iowa,

In the function Y was defined as the gross value of output,

>:,, butterfat inputs} X , inputs of labor services! X,, Inputs

of operating expenses} and X, , the value of Inputs of capital

services* The results of this function could be compared to

results of Kansas~Hebraska function A end Northern low-division

function A since the variables for those functions were

similarly defined (Anoendlx Table 2$).

Sen* expenses Incurred by creameries were not included in

any of the resource Inputs of the production function. Indirect

expenses such as taxes, insurance, bonds, interest payments -md

advertising were not Included as these items did not contribute

directly to the production process, and were not considered

esentlal in the short-run. For example, an Insurance expense

is generally not carried with the objective of Increasing the

gross income by at least the amount of the insurance premium

but rather for protection against insurable lor fee. The payment

of taxes does not result in a direct value product either. The

There expense items were not included: auditing, taxes,
payroll taxes, insurance, interest on loans, advertising,
bank charges, bonds, licensee, tax and legal services,
corporation fees, documentary stamps, bad debts and other
losses, procurement costs, selling costs, and other mis-
cellaneous expenses*
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relative Importance of input component e uhlan were included

In the functions Is discussed in the next section dealing with

economic organisation of creameries*

2
:C ORGANIZATION OF THE CR l AMI

K

statistical results obtained from Kansas-Nebraska function

A provided a Irnificsnt elasticity coefficient for only the

butterfat input* This input was then omitted from the succeed-

ing Kansas-Nebraska functions. In funct'.on B, capital service

Inruts were measured In terms of expenditures for electrical

power, lasticlty coefficients for both labor nd operating

expense inputs were statistically significant for tmis function,

but it was not directly comparable with the Northern low-

division data since capital service inputs for Northern low-

division function A were not defined In the same way, Kansas-

Nebraska function C and Northern low-division function B were

computed in which capital service Inputs were defined as ex-

penditures for all utilities (electricity, gas, fuel, refriger-

ation, «nd water). The data for Kansas-Nebraska function D

again defined capital service input in terras of all the usual

methods of measurement, as in function A, but it differed from

function A In the definition of Y which was here defined as the

added increment to total product*

2
This discussion relates to the creameries included in Kansas-
Nebraska function C and Northern-low division function B,
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Value* of outputs varied considerably more for the samples

of Kansas-Nebraska than in the Northern low-division creameries.

Product value ranged from a low of : 3#780 to a high of $396,023*

for the Kansas-Nebraska plant?, and from a low of 5»h7l to a

high of 90,621, for the Northern low-division plants. The

maximum value product was thus over 10" times larger than the

minimum value product in the Kmsas-Nebraska sample wMle the

maximum In the Northern stratum waa approximately seventeen

times larger than its minimum (Table 5)« Kansas-Nebraeka input

values also ranged more widely than the values of Northern low-

division creameries.

Tsbie 5* Minimum and maximum values of range of variables and
proportion of productive inputs for Northern low-
division function B and Kansas-Nebraska function C
creameries, 1953.

iNo.of * Minimum nnd tProductlLaboriOperiCapital
?-tr»ta : plants ^maximum values! : texp,z

(In dollars )

Northern
tow-division (B) U9 Minimum 5.U71 2,200 997 751

Maximum 90,621 28,852 9,1^7 MM
(Percent of total) (63) (21) (16)

Kansas-Nebraska (C) 28 Minimum 3,780 361 13 31*6

Maximum 386,023 102,308 57,261* 17,266

(Percent of total) (58) (32) (10)

In both regions, values of labor inputs made up more than
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one-half of the total productive Input values, averaging

nearly three-fifths when computed at the arithmetic mean.

Operating expenses comprised 32 percent of total Input

values In Kansas-Iebra^ka but this input averaged only 21 per-

cent in the Northern divl.l n.

KaneaeoHebrasfca also had a higher labor-capital service

input ratio* The ratio for Kansss-Nebrnska function C was

£•#3:1 compared to 3.88.1 for the Northern low-divisi n

function B. This means that the value of labor services ex-

ceeded the value of capital service charges by these pro-

portions. The Northern creameries apparently used capital to

• greater extent than the Kansas-Nebraska creameries.

The large variation in outputs and inputs could be

attributed to the various sises of operations, and to soma

extent to the degree of diver? if Ication and efficiency of

plant operations. The k9 Northern creameries operated on a

smaller volume scale and one would expect less variation for

this rroup rince the plants were chosen from one stratum of

the Northern aggregate sample.

THE ANAL* IS

Ela tlcity Coefficients snd Marginal Products

A preliminary analysis to determine whether resource in-

put? «>nd output were linear in logarithms was made by plotting

the data on scatter diagrams. The resulting oatterns were
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sufficient to meet the requirement s for using a Cobb-Dour las

function. The method of least squares «nd abbreviated DoolHtle

system of matrix inversion was then ued to fit functions to

the data,

gan •t-'
j
bra

; :

;a :'U.-.cLlon /> Thll fmtttta MN tiMI

* m i 1* v = e*H v ^608 Y .0166 , .0072
following re suit at Y * #9531 X. X.. X

J. z 3
X-
•°" 1

# Elasticity coefficients for each separate category

of resources indicated diminishing returns although the co-

efficient for butterfat input was much larger than the others,

and came near to being one. This coefficient was significant

at the one percent level. The i um of coefficients was .9978,

indicating diminishing returns to scale. However, the F test

indicated that there was no significant difference from cons tent

returns at the five percent level. Coefficients for inputs of

labor, operating expenses, and capital were non- significant at

the twenty percent level. The computed multiple correlation

coefficient (R) was .999 indicating successful estimation of

the equation as a whole. Marginal product for butterfat was 77

cents per pound (Table 6).

Kansas-Hebrarka Function F. The results of this function

weret Y • 37.&81 * mklk *
X *

2261
X

* 1318
. Elasticity co-

1 2 3
efficients again indicated diminishing returns to each category

of inputs since the coefficient for each was less than one.
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Coefficients for inouts of labor and operating expenses were

significant at the five percent level but the coefficient for

capital services was non-significant at the 1*0 percent level.

The sum of coefficients was ,8322, indicating diminishing re-

turns. The F test supported this observation at the five per-

cent level, ultiple correlation coefficient, R, was computed

as .965, The marginal product for labor was $1,87 and for

operating funds, 2.82 (Table 6).

Kansas-Nebr- ka Function £• The computed function wast

krsxo -2115 -.0190
Y s 35.9861 X

•W*i

X X .The coefficient for

capital was negative but tne t-test Indicated that it was not

significantly different from zero at the twenty percent level.

Labor and operating expense inputs were significant at the one

percent and 5 percent levels, respectively. The sum of the co-

efficients was .7957 ^nd the F test supported the evidence of

diminishing returns to scnle at the 1 percent level. The re-

sults of this function will be compered with results of

Northern low-division function B and discussed under the head-

ing "Productivity Comparisons and Factor Pricing".

KPRgas-Hebrartea Function D. The computed functi n was*

.5257 .212ii .0788
Y « 32.53Wi X^

J
*
2

X
3

* AU ela?tlclty cc"

efficients were less than one Indicating diminishing returns

to individual categories of inputs. The coefficient for labor
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input* was significant at the one percent level and for oper-

ating expenaes at the 5 percent level. Elasticity coefficient

for capital service* remained non-significant at the 1*0 percent

level* The sura of the exponents was .8170 which waa significant

at the one percent level* Correlation coefficient, R, was

.968 nnd significant at the one percent level of significance.

QI.QQ

Horthern-l#ow-Dlvla ! on Function £. Y .8768 X
*

x
.1671*

x
-.0306 .0821^ EUatlclty coefficlcnt for oper.

2 3 k

ating expensea was necative but it was not rignifleantly

"erent from aero at the twenty percent level. The coefficient

for butterfat inputs was relatively high, and indicated that

a large share of the total product could be attributed to this

factor. A similar observation was made for butterfat when it

was included as an input in the Kansas-Nebraska function A.

Labor was significant at the 5? percent level but inputs of

operating expensea and capital were not significant at any

acceptable level. The sum of elasticity coefficients was greater

than one (1.06780), but the P value for teating returne to

ac*?le was not large enough to reject the hypothesis of constant

returns to rcale at the five nercent level. The multiple corre-

lation coefficient. R, was computed ae .983* Marginal products

were 78 cents per pound for butterfat and Hi .82 for labor inputs.

Northern Lov-Dlvlglon Function B. The function comouted

by least-squares analysla wasi Y 8 • 71*91 X^6^22 Xg
1U
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X * • All exponents were les. than one and Indicated
3

diminishing returns to each separate category of inputs* The

sum of elasticities was 1*1?92, mctesting that Increasing

returns existed to the factors as a whole* The F test

supported this observation at the probability of a one in 20

chance of error* Labor and operating expense coefficients

were significant at the one percent level but capital was

non-sign Ifleant at the 1*0 percent level. The value of R was

comouted to be *901# Results of this function wil\ be dis-

cussed in greater detail in the succeeding section dealing

with "Productivity Comparirons and Factor Pricing"*

Horthern Aggregate Function, The aggregate function

included all t ree sub etra turns? of Northern crearaer'ee* The

following results were obtained: Y « *7^9^ X • 9^

•0&1 -*002l+ *1203
X I. X, . From Table 6 it may be observed
2 3 1+

that, as in the two previous functions where it was included,

butterfat accounted for a large share of the total product.

In this function It was significant at the one pB rcent level,

A negative coefficient was obtained for operating expenses

but it was not significant at the 20 percent level.

Capital service inputs were significant at the 1 percent

level* ?ince thle was the only function in which the Input

became significant, it nay suggest that a large-size sample
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tends to smooth out some of the irregularities of capital

measurements. Or perhapo the more diversified creameries of

the northern regions had more refined bookkeeping methods re-

lating to capital service charges.

For labor, the regression coefficient was significant at

the 10 percent level, and butterfat at the 1 percent level.

The sun of elasticity coefficients was 1.067i4* Evidence of

creasing returns to scale wat significant at the I percent

level. It should be noted that for each of the three northern

functions the sums of their elasticity coefficients totaled

more than one (Table 6}. Thie suggests that Horthern creameries

may be operating in an area of increasing returns to scale*

For t ie aggregate sample, a 1 percent increare in input b would

result in a 1.06 percent increase in output while for the

Northern low-division B function it would effect ft 1.10 per-

cent increase. The R for the aggregate function was .982 at

the 1 percent level of significance.

Marginal product of butterfat for tno aggregate function

was 89 cents per pound. This was nearly 15 percent greater than

the marginal product of butterfat for either Ksnsas-Hebraska

or the Horthern low-dlvislon roup. A distinguishing character-

istic of the aggregate sample was the large number of creameries

receiving a substantial proportion of butterfat supplies in the

form of whole milk. A proportionately large supply of whole

milk generally results in a higher quality product than is
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obtained from supplies consisting mostly of farm-separated cream*

The aggregate also Included a large number of creameries which

had diversified operations in contrast to creameries of Kansas-

Nebraska and the Northern low-division which were specializing

primarily in butter production* A marginal product of $9 cents

per pound for butterfat allowed a considerable marrln above

factor cost as the price nald to farmers In Minnesota averaped

73 cents per pound curing this period* The price paid to

Kansas-Nebraska farmers during this same period was 61 cents

per pound of butterfat for a marginal product of 77 cents per

pound* Creameries in the aggregate sample thus paid oroducers

a slightly higher proportion of the marginal product for butter-

fat than did creameries of the Kansas-Nebraska sample (82 oer-

cent compared to 79 oercmt).

Productivity Comparisons and Factor ?ricing

Marginal products were of primary interest in this study

as the analytical model specified equal value marginal products

between areas* To test whether a difference between two marginal

products was statistically significant, a hypothetical coefficient

computed end tested* By letting subscript »a» represent

the marginal product of Kansas-Nebraska creameries and rubscript

«b* represent the marginal product for Northern low-division

ftSe Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service,
Milk: Farm Production* Disposition, nnd income * April 19$£#
o* U4
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creameries, the hypothetical elasticity coefficient (b*
a )

necesrary to equate the marginal product of Kansas-Nebraska

with the marginal product of Northern low-division was

•amputed as!* .

K
b« - b b -

a " b

Hypothetical elasticity coefficients are shown in A endix

Table 26* Differences between observed coefficients and

hypothetical coefficients were teeted by computing t-vnlues

as foil owed

i

b^ - *f

t -

The significance level was determined at n^ t n_ - Ij.

degrees of fraadom (Appendix Table 27 )•

There wae only a one cent difference between the marfinal

products of butterfat of the Kansas-Nebrarka creameries and

the Northern low-division crearserlee (Table 6), Kansas-Nebraska

function ft and Northern low-division function A. Apparently,

eras eries in the Kansas-Nebraska area were producing a product

that was very nearly equal to the product of Northern creamer iee.

The t-test revealed that the one cent was not significantly

Earl 0. Heady and chalk Du Toit, "Marginal Resource Product-
ivity for Agriculture In outh Africa and the United States",
The Journal of Political ' conomy , "XII:195U# P* £01.
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different from aero at the 20 percent level.

Both groups received a marginal product which was above

the cost of the resource. For Kansas-Nebraska, the marginal

product exceeded the cost of a pound of butterfat by 16 cents,

or approximately 26 percent. In the Northern substratum, tha

cost was exceeded by five cents, or about seven percent.

Northern producers were receiving a return for cream more

nearly equal to Its marginal product than were Kansas-Nebraska

farmers.

The t-test was used to test t e hypothesis that the difi

ence between the cost of a factor (K) and its marginal product

was aero*

The difference between factor cost and factor productivity of

the butterfat input was significant at the one percent level

for the Kansas-Nebraska function A rjroup. No significant differ-

ence was found for the Northern low-divlslon function A group

at the twenty percent level (Appendix Table 27), There was a

substantial margin between the price paid to farmers for cream

and the return from the raarginal unit of butterfat for Kansas-

Nebraska creameries.

To compare differences in productivities of labor and

operating expense inputs between the two areas res Its of
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Kansas-Nebraska function C and Northern lo ^-division function

B were compared since significant elasticities were obtained

for these Inputs in both functions, tabor's marginal product

was ?2.32 In the Kansas-Nebraska area compared to l.S>3 In t e

Northern region. Upon testing the hypothetical repression

coefficient for labor against the observed coefficient. It

was found that there was no significant difference between the

two coefficients at the twenty percent level (Appendix Table 27).

It could thus be concluded that creamery labor was equally

productive in both areas* The hypothesis of no difference

between productivity and cost for labor resources was rejected

at five percent level for Kansas-Nebraska creameries, and at

the 10 percent level for Northern low-division creameries. A

difference of 79 cents in returns for the last orm dollar in-

vested in labor in Kansas-Nebraska compared to the Northern

sub-tratum was perhaps largely due to variations in sampling,

vidence of significant differences between labor's product-

ivities and the cost of a mar !nal unit of labor (one dollar)

meant that both r roups could compete with other Industries

for labor by bidding up it? price. If necessary. Marginal pro-

ductivity of labor exceeded marginal cost by 132 percent in the

Kansas-Nebraska region, pnd by 53 percent In the Northern region.

The feasibility of substituting capital for labor inputs was

not measured since a significant coefficient for capital Inputs

was not obtained.

The difference In values of marginal products of operating
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expenses between Kansas-Nebrarke and the Northern group was

only ceven cents. This productivity differential was not

nlficantly different from aero at the twenty percent

level* Marrinal productivity of operating funds was $1.55

more than the marginal Input of one dollar Invested In the

Kansas-Nebraska proup and 1.62 above the last $1.00 Input

In the Northern stratum. Differences between productivities

and corts for Kansas-Nebrarka and Northern low-diviclon

creameries were significant at the 20 nnd the 5 percent levels,

respectively. Funds used for operating purposes apparently

returned a very substantial amount, and creamer Lee could pro-

fitably afford to borrow for operating expenses at existing

interest rates. Lenders in the?e areas may be assured that

loans to creameries for operating purposes were productive.

From the above analysis, it was concluded that a shift

or reallocation of butterfat. labor, or operating func re-

sources between the areas studied was not indicated for the

period of the analysis. Any recommendation about reallocations

of these resources ?ould have to be made independent of the

tests of productivity differences for Kaneas-Nebrarka and the

Northern low-division stratum. The values obtained from the

functions were believed to be statistical 1 y acceptable as

estimates of the true population parameters. A factor wh'ch

probably contributed to the disequilibrium between marginal

productivity and factor cost was the lack of knowledge concerning
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•glnal products on the part of management. Ml

also have bean Influenced to ure criteria bated on other than

profit maximinlaction. one dlfferencea between marginal

product' vlties and costs are to be expected under the con-

ditions? of unccrtalnlty which prevailed. This study could

well erve at a basis for a broader study of t est aspects of

the problem.

Returns to Scale

The sums of elasticities Indicated decreasing returns

for fill four Kansas-Nebraska functions (Kansas-Nebraska

functions A, B, C, snd D). To test returns to scale, the

hypotheris was adopted that constant returns prevailed. That

is, the difference between the sum of observed elasticities

and one was hypothesized as being equal to zero* The F test

provided evidence for rejecting this hypothesis at the one

percent level for the Kansas-Nebraska function C. Decreasing

returns to scale was plainly evident for Kansas-Nebraska

creameries. This Is Important Information for policy decisions,

It can be uaed by managers and directors In their deliberations

conc^rn'ng possible plant extensions. Planners should realize

that overall operations are in the range of decreasing returns.

The P test for returns to scale provided evidence to reject
the hypothesis of constant returns to all Kansas-Nebraska
functions except function A (Table 6),
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A conclusion would be that a proportionate Increase In ell

input?, would not Increase the total product by an equal pro-

oortion for Kansas*Nebrarka creameries* The sum of elastic-

ities for Northern low-division creameries suggested Increasing

returns to scale (Table 6), For Northern low-division function

B, a one percent increase In all inputs should result n s

1.18 percent increase In output. The F value for level of

significance was computed at the five percent level, northern

creameries of the lower rtratum had a much lower mean output

and inputs than Kansas-Nebra ~ka creameries* The Inference

of increasing returns to scale would apply to the range of the

data to which the function was fitted. There are probably

limiting factors, such as availability of additional resources

and management capabilities, which would not permit expansion

to be profitable beyond a certain point. In the final analysis,

management may determine to a large extent the most efficient

else for an Individual plant.

A recent study of manufacturing costs of Minnesota creameries
by Arvid C. Xnudtson and Fred I. Koller of the Univer-ity of
innesota pointed out the need for low-volume creameries to

reorganise their plants for more efficient operations. They
concluded that in some cases It may mean closing the least
needed plants and concentrating available but tarfat in the
larger and more efficient firms (Arvid C. Knudtfon and E.
I red

J
,.er, Manufacturing Costa in Minnesota Creameries.

Agricultural Experiment ' tat ion, TTnlverstfcy of' Minnesota ).
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METHODOLOGY OF CAPITAL MfcA UREf^HTS

Considerable attention was given in this study to various

techniques of Measuring capital inputs* Samuelson suggested

that the tern "inputs" as it relates to a production function

should be "confined to denote measurable quantitative economic

goods and services". Capital inputs are generally conceived

as being a stock or flow of rervioes from capital good?. If

the entire stock of eapltal assets is allowed to represent the

measure of capital input, it is assumed that the flow of

services is in constant proportion to the amount invested* For

it is the flow of services which really contributes to the

process of production. Both concepts of capital inputs are

used in production functions*

Precise measurements of capital inputs are difficult, if

not impost ble, due to the heterogeneity of capital in its

physical forms, and the exirtance of imperfect markets for most

eapltal assets when measured in monetary terms. Numerous

physical units of measurement are used for capital. A few ex-

araples are square feet or cubic feet of operational or storage

space of buildings* and various capacity rating of equipment,

such as horsepower, gallons per minute, etc. In order for

physical measurements of buildings to serve as an index of

capital use, it must be assumed that each plant utilises its

Paul Anthony Pamuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis .

P. 8i+.
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available space to the came degree of intensity, Thie

assumption is often unrealistic. Furthermore, physical

measurements often fail to reflect variations In efficiency

due to differences in design, technolo ic^l advancements,

and arrangement of capital assets. Thie is especially true

when ensiled to equipment whieh ie subject to frequent in-

novations, ome butter-making churns are said to be as much

as 50 percent more efficient in the time required for churn-

ing than other makes* Due to variations in efficiency alone,

a physical measurement of equipment such as a churn ould

very likely either overestimate or underestimate the input

of this resource unless one undertook the tedious task of de-

termining the efficiency of each individual plant's equipment

and then converted these to some common denominator before

aggregating.

Capital Inputs are commonly expressed in terms of -nonet-

ary values, such as values of capital accounts! or depreciation

charges, Including costs of repairs and maintenance. One can

only estimate the value of a eapltal asset for whieh an imper-

fect market exists* In some cases, there may be only one or

two prospective buyers from whom an estimate can be obtained

of the present market value*

Various accounting terms attempt to describe the rate of

capital depletion* ~ueh as the straight-line method of de-

preciation, diminishing balance, rapid write-off, or the annual
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revaluation method* A difficulty encountered In theee set: ode

le that a depreciation rate established In a previous period

may not accurately state the current value of a capital asset

due to external factors puoh aa movements of price levels or

extra-ordinary obsolescence* This difficulty bocomea more

complex for highly durable assets* Moreover, if demand for

a product It declining, a capital valuation rate established

in an earlier period may continue to be carried on the books

although a pert of the asset may no longer be utilised and can-

not be sold except for scrap in the present period* An excessive

depreciation charge can be an overcharge in much the same way

that idle labor can be overcharged to a production process*

Accounting techniques are often selected from the viewpoint of

tax advantages and not for the purpose which the eeonometriclan

desires to me a re.

Repairs and maintenance expenditures are properly classed

as capital Inputs* These expenditures either maintain the

present condition of assets or restore their efficiency *nd

usefulness* It is believed that quite often expenditures for

»e purposes are not allocated over the entire period for

which they serve* For example, to be realistic, the expense

of small minor repairs should be allocated over the years dur-

ing which they have an affect Instead of the hole amount being

charged in the year in which these repairs are made*

•1 Leo Keliey, op. cit*. p. 268-269*
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Son* attempts have been made to measure the productivity

of capital In terra* of unite of power consumed* This method

appears to be most applicable for measuring productivity of

2
equipment using substantial amounts of po *er* Ernst collected

data on output, manhour s, sind kilowatt hours for eight In-

dustries (all heavy users of electricity except the leather

industry) over a period of five years* He assumed that kilowatt-

hours per aanhour could be used as a basis for measuring changes

in the use of machinery and equipment* He compiled ratios for

output per manhour snd kilowatt-hours per manhour* These ratios

were compared and the significance of the technological factor

computed by squaring the correlation coefficient for the two

ratios* Prom the results obtained* Ernst concluded that

technologies! changes In machinery ^nd equipment accounted for

much of the change In output per manhour*

The difficulties encountered in attempting to measure In-

puts when capital is aggregated point out the need for more

refined methods of measuring this Important resource* It Is

too often "plumed" Into the production function without much

thought being given to how accurately it represents the real

contribution of capital. Until a common denominator Is developed

In this study* It will be recalled that B>nsas-Uebraska
function C and Northern low-divlslon function B defined
coital Inputs In terms of expenditures for utllltle .

Harry Ernst, Accounting for Productivity Changes",
Harvard Business Review, Mny-June, 1956.
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which will precisely mearure capital Inputs, it will be ne-

cessary to work with rough Measurements If economic theory Is

to have a tool for estimating marginal products and applying

choice criteria.

In this analysis, it was assumed thst equal degrees of

durability and intensity of capital use existed for all

creameries* All unit? were also assumed to have developed

over time at similar rates, thus employing similar techniques.

Working capital was not Included as an input as the functions

were of a statle nature. The production process was assumed

to begin and end in the period of the functions*

LIMITATION OP THE ANAL* IS AND RICOMMJEHD-
ATI .'Dim

r tptlc conditions were assumed for the production

functions whereas the real problem actually related to a dynamic

world where risk, uncertainty, nn& imperfect knowledge existed,

Tn future studies, it sould be desirable to include these

factors In a dynamic model.

Limitations of the Cob -Douglas function should be kept

in mind. The function forces certain phenomena on the analysis,

such as constant elasticity throughout the range of the data,

a rigid expansion path for least-cost or maximum profit combin-

ations, and marginal product ratios which are most meaningful
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1
at the geometric mean*

Simultaneous equations or linear programming could be

useful techniques in further studies. Simultaneous equations

could reflect the dynamic aspects, including lag relationships

such as the influence of capital service flow in a previous

period on current production* Linear prograwning techniques

would be valuable in computing estimates of returns for

various specific kinds of resource inputs rather than the

more general categories presented in this analysis*

It would also be desirable to have future studies account

for each of the several kinds of products of creameries* The

efficiency with which resources are employed for manufacturing

dairy products other than butter is of interest as consumption

of these is increasing* The influence of government buying

programs on operations of creameries should also be investigated,

tudies are needed to determine the technical limits of

resources used by creameries* especially, the extent to which

capital could be substituted for labor in determining least-cost

combinations under varying conditions* The need for more

The influence, limitations* and relationship of this type
of function to other pos ible algebraic functions are dis-
cussed by Paul Leo Kelley in "Resource Productivity in
Agricultural Marketing Firms of the Midwest"* an unpublished
project report*
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prrciac measurements of capital Inputs waa pointed out by

the fact that only one out of seven functions contained a

atatlstiealiy significant regression coefficient for thla

resource. Larger samples may help to overcome the deficiency

In measurement, provided the error doea not Increase pro-

portionally with tha si a© of samples.

Although there was a considerable margin between the

mar !nal producta and factor prices for labor and operating

expenses, the feaalbllity of Increaalng these expenditures

ahould be Invest igated further. Directora may wlah to con-

sider higher aslariea for managers as a means of attracting

more capable persons to these positions*

It was assumed that the cost of resources waa Identical

for K "near-Nebraska and Northern creamerlea There may have

been some differences in factor costa between these areas.

The differences, if any exist, should be taken into account

n future studies*

Kansas ereameriea received a considerably larger proportion

of butterfat supplies In the form of whole milk than did

Nebra-ka ereameriea during the period tested. The trend towards

marketing of butterfat in whole milk form seems to have been

slower in developing in Nebraska* A separate atudy of Kansaa

and Nebraska ereameriea would furnish more relevant information

to plant a in each state.

Analyses of this type would have greater applicability if

the input-output data were defined In terraa of physical unite.



Technique! of production change lees rapidly then prices, and

inferences based on such data could be used throughout s w"de

range of prices,

woman

Butter consumption per capita declined from 15,8 pounds

per capita In I9I4I to 8,6 pounds In 1956, a decrease of nearly

U6 percent In 15 years. 1 Meanwhile consumption of fluid milk

and non-fat milk solids Increased over prewar level .

The trends In consumer preference were largely responsible

for farmers shifting to a larger proportion of sales off farms

in the form of whole milk Instead of cream. As a result of

these changes in consumption <>nd farm output, creameries were

forced to reorganise their operations. come plants began

manufacturing a variety of dairy products, while others continued

to specialise In butter after streamlining their operations*

A considerable number of creameries merged with larger plant .

ince these adjustments have been made, creamery operators

have been wondering how efficiently resources are being

employed, Seme people have maintained that creameries In the

Kansas-Nebraska area are lasa productive than creameries In

more typical dairy regions such as the Northern dairy states.

It is coranon knowledge thet Northern creameries manufacture hifh

1
Rojko, op, cit,, p, 30,
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quality butter from sweet cream -nd whole milk under optimum

conditions. For this reason, Kansas-Nebraska creamery oper-

ators have been apprehensive over whether they were able to

effectively meet this competition. Managers of creameries in

Kansas-ifebraaka are interested in knowing whether they are

producing a value product comparable to that produced by

creameries in the Northern region.

The analysis proceeded on the null hypothesis that the

value of marginal products between areas was equal. The con-

ditions for a static model were assumed. Data was obtained

from audit records find surveys of a sub-population of a universe

of Kansas and Nebraska creameries, A cooperative auditing

firm in Minnesota provided data for Northern creameries which

were stratified according to the percent of butterfat supplies

received as whole milk,

Cobb-Douglas functions were fitted to the data and the

statistical method of least squares used to derive estimates

of elasticities of production. The dependent variable In the

regression equation was alternately defined as gross value of

output or added increment value of output. Independent vari-

ables consisted of buttcrfat* labor services, operating

expenses, Rnd capital services, Various concepts of capital

service measurements were employed to observe their effects on

the statistical results, A significant repression coefficient

for this resource was obtained in only one of the seven Cobb*

Douglas functions.
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Results of the study failed to provide sufficient evidence

to reject the hypo the ale that marginal products were equal

between the areas studied* It thus appears that Kansas*

Nebraska creameries were able to compete successfully with

butter plants In the Northern region* The conclusion* how-

ever, must be limited to the period tested as ehanping economic

conditions, such as further shifts In milk output by farmers,

could affect future results*

The conclusion is also limited by the accuracy of data*

Considerable time was spent In assembling data where adequate

bookkeeping records were not kept* Joint costs of the butter

and sidelines departments had to be arbitrarily allocated on

the basis of gross sales when more precise information was

not available*

re research ic needed to develop precise measurements

of capital inputs. The productivity of this resource was not

analysed as the various techniques for defining capital service

Inputs failed to furnish statistically ?lgniflcnnt regression

coefficients*

The evidence presented «nd conclusions reached In this

study were only broad atterapts to estimate the efficiency with

which resources were used by Kansas-Nebraska creameries* The

several aspects of the problem should be examined In greater

detail* Inferences should be restricted to the year of the

study unless factor and product prices are comparable under

rlmilar conditions*
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Table 7. Production of creamery butter In Kansas, Hebraska
nnesota, and U'nitec utes, 1930-1956.

Year t Kansas t Webra ka * Minnesota : United States

1930

1,000 Founds

56,919 85,623 282,700 1,597,71*7
1931 68,997 86,0 281*, 270 1,667,1*52
1932 71?»587

81,969
79,21*8

85,660 281,659 1,691*, 132
1933 93,361 2^9,872 1,762,688
1931*

1935
91,381* 275,786 1, 691*, 708

69,51*8 76,1*00 272,585 1,632,380
1936 62,802 72,81*2

68,216

289,830 1,629,1407
1937
1938

68,039

80,108

276,2*91 1,623,971
301,601* 1,786,172

39
19**0

81,236 297,325 1,781,737
75,806
81,510

83,327 311,153 1,836,826
191*1 91,262 326,1*78 1,872,183
191*2 76,689 90,665 311*, 537 l,761*,0gh

1,673,78?191*3 72,977 95,718 291*, 359
191*1* 60,805 81,157 251,6111

233,1*36
1,1*80,502

191*5 ^•J85 75,291
80,783

1,363,717
191*6 1*8,892 175,891 1,171,339

191*8

51,0- 1

1*6,823
79,003 21*3,871* 1,329,091*
78,21*0 222,657 1,210,321*

191*9 1*7,1*90

50,611*
73,607 252,621 1,1*12,111

1950 76,5:7 251,389 1,386,290
1951 1*2,759 71*,566 237,237 1,202,9
1952 37,327

514,71*3

71,269 2lj7,656 1,10 ,170
1953
1951*

1955,
19561

76,988 267,661* 1,1*11,811*
1,1*1*8,872
1,386,158

1*6,203 78,198 272,093
1*2,929 75,071 281,176
1*0,732 76,285 306,108 1,1*09,868

ourc€»! United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Market lag;

Service, Production of !Manufactured Dairy
Products* April 19l*o', October l95l,
Issues*

1
dlmlnary*
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Table 8. Forma in
of other
Kans n

,

1950-56.

which milk, or its equivalent in the form
dairy product c, was sold by farmers in

by five-year periods, 1925-1(9, *nd by years,

Period

1 tParm se-i Milk and t Total
: Whole tparated J cream retailed! milk
1 milk t cream : by farmers 1 tutiilzed

t Percent
(marketed
las cream

1925-29

Millions of pound 3

278 I59i| 223 2095 76.09

1930-3** 338 1920 233 21*91 77.08

1935-39 377 1659 185 2?2l 7U.70

19l*0-M 667 1762 UiO 2569 68.59

IHN9 866 1236 120 2221* 55.58

1950 810 1180 95 2085 56.59

1951 860 1050 82 1992 52.71

1952 910 900 79 1889 fcMft

1953 1060 870 70 2000 1*3.50

1951* III4O 870 68 2078 hl.87

1955 1261 680 63 2001* 33.93

1956
2

1302 600 56 1958 30.61*

1 ource

1

U. r. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Market*
inr ervice, various Issues of Milks Farm Production*
Dispositi on, and Income.

1
Approximations based on information on
distributors and other farmers on own

les by producer-
routes or at farm.

2
Preliminary.
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Table 9,, Forms in which milk, or its equivalent in the form
of other dairy products, was sold by farmers In
Hebraaka, by five-year periods 1925-1*9, and by
years, 1950-56,

Period

1

i 'vhole
j milk

-

sparated
: cream

: Milk and t Total
s cream retailed* milk
1 by farmers1 x utilized

t Percent
1 marketed
t as cream

1925-29

Millions of Pounds

151+ 11*91 161+ 1809 82.1+2

1930-31* 208 1852 160 2?20 83.1+2

1935-39 235 1568 136 1939 80.87

l**4A 271+ 1866 109 221+9 82.97

191+5-1+9 356 3473 89 1918 76.80

1950 390 IkOl 63 1851+ 75.57

1951 370 1335 57 1762 75.77

1952 380 1295 SS 1730 71+.86

1953 1+20 11+35 1+7 1902 75.1+5

1951+ kko 1501+ 1+0 1981+ 75.81

1955 1+73 11+80 31+ 1987 7lf.l+8

1956
2

539 U+20 25 1981+ 71.57

ourcet U. I* Department of Agriculture, Agricultui
Inp : ervice, v rlous Is ues of Miiki Farm 1

Disposition, and Income, —— ——— .

»al Market-
'roductlon.

Approximations
distributors a

based on Information on
nd other farmers on own 3

sales by producer-
routes or at farm.

2
Preliminary,
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Table 10 • Forma in which milk, or its equivalent In the form
of other dairy products, was sold by fanciers in
Minnesota, by five-year periods 1925-1*9, snd by
years, 1950-56,

Periods

t

s hole
i milk

iFarm se-: Milk *nd
tparated : cream retailed
: cream t by farmers 1

t Total s rorcent
t milk sraarketed
{utilised J as cream

1925-29

Millions of Pounds

597 5315 208 6120 86.85

1930-3*4 752 5795 212 6759 85.71*

1935-39 91*5 5759 176 6880 83.71

191*0-1*1* 2005 5688 139 7832 72.63

191*5-1*9 1*1 31*29 100 77U 1*1* .1*7

1950 3760 3615 62 71*37 1*8.61

1951 3760 31*53 58 7271 J*7.U9

1952 1*290 3110 $h 71*51* JU.72

1953 5130 2310 ko 8030 31*.99

1951* 51*io 2621* 35 8069 32.52

1955 5805 21*1*1* 32 8281 29.51

1956
2

6826 1995 30 8851 22.51*

'"ouroe t U. B* Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Market-
ing service, various issues of Milki Farm Production.
Disposition, and Income,

Approximations based on information on sales by producer-
distributors and other farmere on own routes or at farm.

Preliminary*
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Table 12. Computation of Index for base ps rlod of averaga
weekly earnings of dairy products workers In
Kansas, 1947-' i

Month

January

I Weekly earnings (In dollars) for years
t

""
I9h1 t 1948 t MM
36.9? 39.94 42.86

February 38.03 40.39 43.72

March 37.69 40.41 42.00

April 37.86 38.01 43.13

May 38.13 38.72 43.72

June 38.91* 42.02 44.30

July 38.51 41.69 1*4.49

August 41.66 41.71 44.23

September 41.00 42.13 44.77

October 39.52 40.76 45.50

November 39.19 42.66 46.29

December 1*0.04 42.16 46.26

Yaarly average 38.96 40.88 44*27

Three yaar averaga (1947-49) 41.37

f ourcei Monthly bulletins of
of Labor.

the Kansas State Department
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Table 13. Computation of index for selected months of average
weekly earnings of dairy products workers In
Kansas, September 1953 to December 1954.

Month

s

t

1

i Year

i Average
t eekly
t earnings
» (!)

a

:

:

t

Average t

weekly :

earnings :

(1947-49) t

Computed
index

reptember 1953 63.64 4L37 153.8

October 1953 59.93 41.37 141-:.

8

November 1953 60.13 41.37 145.3

December 1953 61.04 41.37 147.5

January 195U 63.32 41.37 153.0

February 1954 63.13 41.37 152.5

March 1951* 63.46 41.37 153.3

April 1954 65.11 41.37 157.3

May 1954 66.20 41.37 160.0

June 1954 66.26 41.37 160.1

July 1954 67.19 41.37 162.4

August 1954 65.80 41.37 159.0

reotember 1954 66.07 41.37 159.7

October 1954 64.97 41.37 157.0

November 1954 64.27 41.37 155.3

December 1954 66.37 41.37 160.4

ourcet Monthly bulletins of the
Labor.

Kansas State Department of
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Table lit* Index of coat of general purpose machinery In
United States, 19U7-U9 a 10 .

Yf«r i Index

1952 122.6

1953 125.ll

1951* 126.2

January to June, inclusive, 1953 123.0

January to June, inclusive, 1951* 129.9

Source; U« S« Bureau of IVabor Statistics, The l^ndbook
of Ba p le conomlc Ftatlptlcs .
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Table 15. Computation of Index for selected month*1 of
Chicago 92 score butter iprices, October 1953
to November 1954*

i t Average price j Average price»:Computed
Month I Year \Ki per pound ) J (1947-49) t index

October 1953 67*4 68.9 97.8

November 1953 66.2 68.9 96.0

December 1953 65.5 66.9 95.0

January 195U 65.3 68.9 94.7

February 1954 65.3 68.9 94.7

March 1954 64.5 68.9 93.5

April 1954 57.3 68.9 83.1

Hey 1954 67.1 68.9 82,8

June 1954 56.9 68.9 82.5

July 1954 56.9 68,9 82.5

Axxpnct 1954 57.0 68.9 82.7

eptember 1954 58.4 68.9 84.7

October 1954 59.1 68.9 85.7

November 1954 58.9 68.9 85.4

urce t U.F.D.A., >IT, D«iry Fifcuaibion, M«y 1950 and
following Issues.
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Table 16, Indices of average weekly e of production
workers of food i kindred product s In Minnesota,
<19U7-b9 s •

I

»

Month t Year 1952 t Year 1953

January 129.il 137.5

February 125.7 13i».l

March Ufcel 132.k

April \2k*h 127.2

May 129.8 131* »U

June 133.9 136.5

July 127,6 130.8

August 123 .!» 128,6

? apt ember 117.7 130.2

October 133.2 11*6.3

November 132.0 IU8.3

December 136.6 Ufel

• <wm,i Indices supolled by Ra search and tatl^t c ,

Department of Employment Security

,

, 't, aul,
Minnesota,•
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Table 17* Derivation of formula for adjusting data from
accounting period May 1, 1952 - April 30, 1953
to oalendar year 1953

•

Problem* Find income and expenditure amounts for the 12
months of 1953

12 k
Given! Total wages from 5-1-52 to 5-1-53 • £ •>, + £ X

4

w ere the (3*^1 is a known amount*

Problem! Find the wages/lb, of butter paid In 1953»

Glyens Xw » wage x hrs, s t • h,
-> nrT" 5 5

and that Index is wape/hr.
jlffi) __

wage/hr. (base period)

Giveni W^ - wJifiS x hrs. - ~
, . h

and that index is gg^fe; fcg) perlo<i)

(Hotel bw assumed to be constant)

Then x
5 -^ -^ .

lnde* ' 53
| p

W
5 ^5

,b
5

lndwt **2 *

OrX. - P • W
* 5 5

Let X , X , X , X 9 X , X , X , X
12

- monthly indices for

months of Msy to December, incl«, 1953»

Let W^, W6§ w - W
g

, W , W1Qf ll#
- monthly indices for

months of Hsy to Deoeraber, incl., 1952.
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Table 1" (cont.)

Lot tgt P
6
, P . Pg, P , P

1Q>
P , Pjj = adjustment factors

to adjust wages of Ray to December of 1952 to wages of
May to December, 1953*

But X , X , X , X are knownj X^ • •••• Xj_ are unknown,

Lat Y* » 12 months operating period adjusted to 1953 level.

Than Y« • X
x

f X
2 f X f X f P W |J^ W

fe
f . . . «l*^f^g

I'•<.-t Y - 12 months' original data of May 1, 1952 to %pfU 30#
1953.

Assume W_, s '•
= " - W . where w ff «• y

5 6 12 *«

12
Then Y» z EXt z ^ f X

g
t X t X^ + *

§ (?j f P
fc

f , . .^12 >»

12 -

nee we assume X f X f X t X. - 1/2 IWj, - (1/2) (8W
Q )

4
i«5

Then Y' • te | » (P„ f P, + p, )

5 6 12

nee Y* • adjusted 1? months period to 1953 level
and Y s original unadjusted 12 months period

v W [it* (Pjj+P, t....* r, ~}| /lbs.butter
The ratio of Y' to Y is J^V8 -

,3.41
||jjj

4, ||r / lbt. of butter

0r
5nrr * -4 f

| •
(p
g +

p
*

pi2>

Then Y« - 341 If 2 .
(p
5 » p

6 * * ' * V
3 3 8
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Jn general, then!

If Y 1 & adjusted data of income nnd/or expenses
If Y • unadjusted data of Income and/or expenses

* Then Y» * Y 7 7 H!
)

-L?

The basic assumption being that income and/or expenses
are equally distributed between each of 12 months of the
adjusted period* This assumption may be modified as
follows!

If production between the unadjusted period (1*WQ ) end t e
adjusted period (8w ) is of the ratio of 1 to •07, a

correction factor may be applied so thatt

Y» - Y (1) <P« f#}M.87>^. if* lh±i.
8

luL
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Table 18. Milk production on farms In Minnesota, by months
during 1953 > and computation of factor for ad-
justing Northern creamer lee* data from period of
May 1, 1952 to April 30, 1953 to calendar year
1953 tow seas nal product! .

Month
t Milk production
t (MiiUons of pounds)

January 724

February 722

March 81*1

April 81*3

May 925

June 93**

July 773

Augur

t

597

Reptember 1*97

October 1*99

November 550

December 685

Total 3590
January to April, average 782.5

}

Kay to December average 682.5 "^7

°ourcei tl. . Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Marketing "ervlce, Form, Production. Disposition,
and Income from Mil,k. April 195&. ©. "IP.
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Table 19. Definitions of variables for Kansas-Hebraska
Function A, a

Variable i Definition

Y Value of butter output (In dollars)* De-
fined as amounts of butter sales plus end-
ing butter Inventory plus butter In transit,
less beginning butter inventory less freight
and drayage out, and less sales route,
transport and delivery expenses.

X Pounds of butterfat input,
1

X Inputs of labor services (In dollars). De-
2 fined as manager* salary, as latent

manager* e salary, employees' salaries nnd
bonu es, executive travel expenses, direct-
ors' expenses, employees* savings, inspect-
ions, laboratory nnd grading service,
contracted services, and maintenance and
boiler labor.

X, Inputs of operating expenses (in dollars).
3 Defined as postage, telephone and telegraph,

general office expenses and supplies, pest
control, miscellaneous administrative ex-
penses, packing supplies, manufacturing
supplies, freight in, laundry expenses, ice,
engine room supplies, and miscellaneous
expenses*

X Inputs of capital services (in dollars).
4 Defined as depreciation of office equipment,

repairs to office equipment, depreciation
of buildings and equipment, depreciation of
auto, rent and lease expenditures, mainten-
ance, repairs, engine room repairs, electric
power, water, gas and fuel.

i
All monetary charges were direct charges or were allocated
charges to the butter enterprise.
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Table 20. Definitions of variables for Kansas-Hebraska
function B. ft

Variable I Definition

Added increment to total product (in dollars).
Defined as butter sales plus ending butter In-
ventory plus butter In transit less be Inning
butter Inventory lea;: purchases of butterfat
end transfers from the milk department, less
freight and drayage out, and leas sales route,
transport* find delivery expenses*

Inputs of labor services (In dollars)* Defined
as manager* s salary, assistant managers
salary, employees 1 salaries and bonuses, exec-
utive travel expenses, directors* expenses,
employees* savings, inspections, laboratory
and grading ©erviee, contracted services, and

intenance and boiler labor.

X Inputs of operating expenses (in dollars). De-
2 fined as postage, telephone and telegraph,

general office expenses and supplies, pest
control, miscellaneous administrative expenses,
packing and manufacturing supplies, freight
in, laundry, ice, engine room supplies, and
miscellaneous manufacturing expenses*

X, Inputs of capital services (In dollars). De-
e fined as expenditures for electrical power.

All monetary charges were direct charges or were allocated
charges to the butter enterprise.
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Table 21. Definitions of variables for Kensas-Hebraska
function C.

Variable t Definition

Added increment total product (in dollars).
Defined as butter soles plus ending butter
inventory plus butter in transit less beginn-
ing butter inventory less purchases of butter-
fat and transfers from the milk department,
less freight and drayage out* and less sales
route, transport, and delivery

X^ Inputs of labor services (in dollars). De-
fined as manager's salary, assistant manager's
salary, employees* salaries and bonuses,
executive travel expenses, directors 1 expenses,
employees 1 savings, inspections, laboratory
and radlng service, contracted services, and
maintenance and bo I ler labor.

X
9 Inputs of operating expenses (in dollars).
2 Defined as postage, telephone and telegraph,

general office expenses and sup lee, pest
control, miscellaneous administrative ex-
penses, packing and manufacturing supplies,
freight in, laundry, ice, engine room
supplies, <->nd miscellaneous manufacturing
expenses.

X Inputs of capital cervices (In dollars). De-
3 fined as expenditures for electricity, gas,

fuel, and water.

All monetary charges were direct charges or were allocated
charges to the butter enterprise.
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Table 22* Definitions of variables for Kansas-flebraske
function D. a

Variable : Definition

X Added increment to total product (in
dollar ). Defined as butter sales plus
ending butter inventory plus butter in
transit, les& beginning butter inventory
less purchases of butterfat and transfers
from the milk department, less freight
and drayape out, and less sales route,
transport, and delivery expenses*

X Inputs of labor services (in dollars),
1 Defined as manager's salary, assistant

manager's salary, employees 1 salaries
and bonuses, executive travel expenses,
directors* expenses, employees* savings,
inspections, laboratory and grading
service, contracted services, and main-
tenance and boiler labor.

X Inputs of operating expenses (in dollars }«
2 Defined as postage, telephone and tele-

graph, general office expenses and supoliee,
pest control, miscellaneous administrative
expenses, packing and manufacturing
supplies, freight in, laundry, ice, engine
room supplies, ^nd miscellaneous manufact-
uring expenses*

X, Inputs of capital ervlces (in dollars),
3 Defined as depreciation of office equi -

ment, repairs to office equipment, de-
preciation of auto, rent pnd lease expen-
ditures, depreciation of buildings *nd
equipment, maintenance, repairs, engine
room repairs, electric oower, water, gas,
and fuel*

All monetary charges were direct charges or were allocated
charges to the butter enterprise.
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Table 23. Definitions of variable* for Northern Low-
Division function A,"

a

Variable t Definition

Y Value of butter output (In dollars). De-

fined as butter ealea plus ending inventory
less beginning inventory.

X Pounds of butterfat Input.

X Inputs of labor services (In dollars).
2 Defined as creamery labor, office labor,

and directors* fees.

X Inputs of operating expenses (In dollars).

3 Defined as packing supplies, general
supplies, salt, unclassified plant expense,
office supplies, telephone and telegraph,
quality improvement, and unclassified
general expense.

X. Inputs of capital services (in dollars).
4 Defined a« expenditures for fuel, power,

light, water, refrigeration, depreciation
of buildings and equipment, reps Irs to
buildings and equipment, and rentals.

All monetary charges were direct charges or were alioeated

charges to the butter enterprise.
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Table 21* . Definitions of variables for Northern Low-
Division function B» ft

Variable t Definition

Y Value of butter output (in dollars).
Defined as the audit itea dairy depart-
ment-gross receipts less the item total
cost including nkim Milk.

X. Inputs of labor services (in dollars).
* Defined as creamery labor, directors'

fees and expenses* and office salaries*

X Inputs of operating expenses (in dollars).
2 Defined as packing supplies, general

supplies, salt, unclassified plant ex-
penses, office supplies, telephone and
telegraph, quality Improvement and un-
classified general expense*

X Inputs of capital services (in dollars).
3 Defined as expenditures for fuel, power,

light, water, and refrigeration.

a
All monetary charges were direct charges or were allocated
charges to the butter enterprise*
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Table 2£. Definitions of vnrlables for Northern aggregate

creamer les. ft

sss

Variable J Definition

Y Value of butter output (in dollars). De-
fined a a butter sales plus ending inventory,
leas beginning Inventory.

X tnds of butterfat input,
1

X Inputs of labor services (in dollars), De-
2 fined as creamery labor, office labor,

and directors 1 fees.

X Inputs of operat ng expenses (in dollars).
3 Defined as packing supplies, general

supolies, salt, unclassified plant expense,
office sup lies, telephone nnd telegraph,
quality improvement, and unclassified
general expense.

\
Inputs of capital services (in dollar? )•

Defined as expend ituree for fuel, power,
light, water, refrigeration depreciation
of buildings and equipment, repairs to
buildings and equipment, and rentals.

*
All monetary charges were direct charges or were allocated
charges to the butter enterprise.
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Table 27. Values of t and levels of eignlficance for teats
of differences between factor productivities and

factor costs of Northern low-division and Kansas*
N'ebrarka creameries, 1953-

Functlon
t Ho. of : Re source
I firms s Gutter fat f I,«bor . Oper. expense

Northern

Tow«-div. A

Low-dlv. B

M
k9

• 631*

1,851 2,110
|0i

Kanaas-Hebr. A 28

Kansas-Nebr. C 28

$• 910

2.367
•>.•*

1.502'

f ignif leant at the twenty perc nt level.

** Significant at the ten percent level,

Significant at the five percent level.

• HMI significant at the one percent level.
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Pignlfleant changes have taken place In the dairy In-

dustry within the past several decades* r,er capita con-

sumption of butter declined while consumption of fluid milk

and non-fat milk solids Increased considerably over pre-

" orId War II levels. The proportion of non-fat milk solids

utilized for human consumption increased from 55 percent In

I9l|0 to 80 percent In 1956*

During the time that changes In consumption were tak-

ing place, milk production and butter manufacturing decreased

in Kansas and Nebraska, and farmers switched to marketing a

larger proportion of milk output In the form of whole milk.

The changes In production, farm marketing, and consumption

caused creameries to make adjustments in their operations*

A smaller supply of cream resulted In some olants ceasing

operations entirely or merging with other plants* Many

creameries reorganised their operations to receive a larger

proportion in the form of whole milk and seme shifted to

manufacturing other products besides butter, such as eva-

porated milk, American cheese, and ice cream*

The general objective of the study was to determine

whether the goal of economic efficiency in the use of re-

sources was achieved by Kansas-Nebraska creameries* Soeciflc

objectives werei (1) to compare resource productivity of

Kansas-Nebraska creameries with those of Northern creamer-

ies! (2) to determine whether plants were of optimum pizej



(3) to determine the efficiency of factor markets!

(10 to observe tne statistical respite obtained from vary-

ing the definition of capital service inputs*

Data for the Kansas-Nebraska creameries were collected

from surveye and audit records of a pub-population from a

universe defined as all plants producing butter or butter

and other products. Data for Northern creameries were ob-

tained from a cooperative auditing firm in Minnesota*

Northern creamery data were stratified and the substratum

which received all of their butterfat supplies in the form

of farm-separated cream was considered to be the most

comparable to K^neas-Nebraeka creameries*

Cobb-Douglas production functions were fitted to the

data computed by the method of least squares <md the

abbreviated Doolittle method of matrix inversion* Input

variables consisted of butterfat, labor, operating expenses,

and capital services* Labor Inputs made up approximately

three-fifths of the total productive inputs in Kansas-

Nebraska, while operating expenses and capital composed

the remaining two-fifths*

Basic estimates used to compare resource productivities

were the marginal products* The null hypothesis was that

marginal products of Kansas-Nebraska creameries were equal

in value to marginal products of Northern creameries*

Marrinal products were computed for each area "nd the



differences tested for significance by the t-test# The

results Indicated that there wee no significant difference

between the marginal products of butterfat, labor, and

operating expenses of the two groups at the twenty percent

level.

In general, the results of the functions provided

evidence of decreasing returns to seals for Kansas-Nebraska

creameries in contract to Increasing and constant returns

to scale for Northern creameries*

Fvidence of disequilibrium In factor markets was pro-

vided by the significant differences between factor prices

and marginal products for butterfat, labor, and operating

expense resources*

Regression coefficients for capital service Innuts were

statist leally non-slmlfleant at the 1^0 percent level ex-

cept for the Northern aggregate function. Capital inputs

were variously defined as depreciation, repairs, and main-

tenance chargesj expenditures for electricity only, ex-

penditures for all utilities, and the combination of these

mearures of capital service Inputs, ^?ore refined technique!

of measuring this resource are needed. Bookkeeping systems

of many creameries also needed improving.

The economic model of this analysis was cast in a static

environment. A dynamic model which would account for lag

effects and uncertainty would have been more realistic of

the actual conditions which prevailed for the period studied.
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However, limited funds *nd time precluded a dynamic

analysis of t ese problems.


